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Create a luminous atmosphere 

without harsh glare

     Induce a positive mood to
     improve productivity

     Drive away shadows

     Natural or backlit features

     Skylight or light wall effects

DAYLIGHTDAYLIGHT
The Illuminated Ceiling
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How it works
1    Fluro or LED lights are laid
      out over the area.

3    The end result, perfectly even
      diffused lighting.

2    The SupaExpance membrane
      is stretched over the area.

DAYLIGHTDAYLIGHT
The Illuminated Ceiling

Daylight illuminated ceilings and walls turn your linings 

into light sources. This eliminates shadows and 

creates a bright and positive atmosphere.

A highly diffuse light source makes it possible to create 

beautiful effects while saving on energy.

Daylight ceilings and walls are suitable for any 

environment from the even and efficient lighting 

required for a laboratory to the technical requirements 

of an entertainment venue.

Daylight is produced using SupaExpance membrane 

sourced from Extenzo, France. Like all SupaExpance 

taut ceilings and walls Daylight  features:

Quick and clean installation.

Maintenance free and durable.

Total moisture resistance.

Removable for servicing.

Daylight can also be combined with other specialised 

SupaExpance applications:

Climaclick air conditioning ceilings for perfect 

temperature distribution and to eliminate grilles.

Acoustic reverberation control.

Daylight illuminated ceilings and walls present endless 

application opportunities to make the any interior 

stand out from the rest.



Freecall 1800 002 123

Skylights, feature panels,
light tiles, define an area
or simply let the light in!
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Illuminated walls

Wall panels can light an area,
add a feature and create
atmosphere in any interior.
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Shapes, contours,
and floating effects
Because Daylight is so flexible 

virtually any shape, contour or 

floating effect can be created.

The possibilities are only limited by 

your imagination!
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Moisture Resistant

Printed

Additional Options

Daylight is insensitive to damp and humid 

conditions making the perfect way to take 

swimming pools, spas, saunas and bathrooms 

interiors beyond the ordinary.

Anything from a simple logo to a complex series of 

scenes can be custom printed in high resolution and then 

illuminated with backlighting to bring an interior to life.

Effective for application in an endless variety of interiors 

from office reception areas feature ceilings to museum 

exhibitions backdrops.
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Want something
more colourful?
aurora  Kaleidoscopic  Features 
add colour and movement to 
your feature ceiling.

To find out more about
aurora click here... 

DAYLIGHTDAYLIGHT
The Illuminated Ceiling

Kaleidoscopic Features
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Standard Specification Wording

SUPAWOOD produce an extensive range of market-leading 
architectural lining systems and look forward to helping you on 
your next project.

Further help:
Don't hesitate to contact Supawood to discuss design, 
installation and documentation requirements for your specific 
project needs or to request a visit from one of our consultants.

For more product information:

Website: www.supawood.com.au
Phone:    1800 002 123
Fax:        02 6331 8885
Email:     sales@supawood.com.au

The ceilings shall be SupaExpance taut ceilings supplied by 
Supawood Architectural Lining Systems. Tel 1800 002 123.

The Ceilings are to comply with European standard EN 
14716:2004. They shall be factory-prefabricated using high 
frequency welding technology. The perimeter anchorage 
aluminium frames installation shall feature 10-20 mm gap at all 
angles and corners. Anchorage continuity must be ensured by a 
black PVC protection enclosure profile. Perimeter anchorage 
must feature easy-de-click harpoon profile to ensure easy 
maintenance. All the sheets shall be fire rated to Bs2D0 as per 
European standard EN 13501-1:2002.

Installation is to be undertaken by installers trained and certified 
by the supplier.

Colour is to be SupaExpance [insert colour name and code here]

Perimeter details are to be as per proprietary system standard 
details.

[Insert if hygienic ceilings required] Ceilings are to be BioPruf 
bacteriostatic and antifungal treated in the manufacture of the 
sheet. Surface treatments are not acceptable.

To download Spec Wording in Word format... click here
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